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VENTANA CINEMAD: THE
DEVELOPMENT & INTERNATIONAL
COPRODUCTION FORUM IN MADRID,
AUDIOVISUAL HUB
Ventana CineMad is the development and international coproduction forum in
Madrid since 2015. Its main objectives are to provide the Madrid audiovisual industry a window to extend their international dimension and to attract audiovisual
projects to Madrid for shooting, production and post-production.
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In the 7th edition of Ventana CineMad, a total of 18 projects from Madrid with
great potential for international coproduction have been selected, including animation and fiction feature films as well as documentary and TV series. The programme includes the pitching sessions for the 18 projects as well as professional
meetings and various lectures on a selection of topics of special relevance for
the audiovisual sector.
Ventana CineMad is an event organized by the Madrid Audiovisual Association
(AMA), in collaboration with the Regional Government of Madrid and the Madrid
City Council, and supported by PIAF and EGEDA.
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A girl that everyone makes fun of will
discover her mysterious power thanks
to the most unexpected ally: a pack of
wild wolves.
Paula’s simple and innocent life will be disrupted by
the bloody arrival of a pack of wolves at her village.
For her, this is only the beginning. Her dark childhood traumas come fiercely back to haunt her, and
she finds herself surrounded by soulless hunters,
wild spirits and a breed of wolves older than humankind. Forbidden love will reveal her most hidden
instincts, will Paula be ready for her destiny?

ANIMATION

GIRL AND WOLF
FILMMAKER
Roc Espinet
PRODUCERS
Xosé Zapata (Sygnatia)
Álvaro García (Hampa Studio)
SCREENWRITER
Roc Espinet
CATEGORY
Animation feature film. 85’
GENRE
Thriller
Fantasy
Action
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish and English
CURRENT STATUS
In preproduction
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
+13 years-old

Roc Espinet
FILMMAKER

Xosé Zapata
SYGNATIA
Álvaro García
HAMPA STUDIO

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Roc Espinet
Xosé Zapata→
Álvaro García →

Animator and filmmaker with a wide international experience. As an animator, he
has worked since 2015 for Titmouse in the
series Deadly Class (HBO), Niko and the
Sword of Light (Amazon) and Future Worm
(Disney XD). He animated the feature film
Nerdland (Chris Prynoski, 2016) that was
premiered at the TRIBECA Film Festival. He
worked with FILMMAKER Alberto Vázquez
in the short film Decorado and in the feature film Psiconautas. In 2018 he won the
Movistar + award with the animated short
film Colossal Jane and edited Girl and
Wolf, his third graphic novel, with Spaceman Project.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / Join me in this
adventure where Howling will meet Princess Mononoke, in a world where men can
be merciless wolves, and where we find
kindness and humanity amongst the
savagery of the wolves.

Sygnatia. Their productions have received
more than 400 national and international
awards, among them, three nominations
to the Goya Awards for Best Animated
Short Film, a Goya and a an European
Award for Best Animation Feature Film
in 2020 for Buñuel in the Labyrinth of the
Turtles. In 2018 they were executive producers of the feature film Tiempo después
by José Luis Cuerda, and associate
producers in Amazon Prime and Antena
3 Estudios’ first TV series, Pequeñas coincidencias by Javier Veiga.

PRODUCERS´ NOTES / Girl and Wolf is a
film within the fantasy genre, for teenage/
adult target but that can reach a wider
audience because it combines entertainment and an emotional appeal to the
heart. Traditional 2D animation is perfect
for this story, especially after the success
of our last film Buñuel in the Labyrinth of
the Turtles, proving that the audience is
receptive to these techniques. Distribution
and sales can be extended to a large number of countries as the subject matter
is suitable for Halloween and because it
fits well in fantasy and entertainment slots.

MAIN GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
European or international coproducer. European or
international TV or VoD.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
1.200.000 €

CONTACT
xose@sygnatia.es
+34 625 164 633

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
22 %

ANIMATION
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ANIMATION

MOON-EYED
MUNA
We should be afraid of being all the
same, not of being different.

FILMMAKERS
Lorena Ares
Carlos F. de Vigo

Muna, an albino girl, is born in a Maasai tribe. Her
tribe thinks she is a witch and banishes her. At the
age of 12, Muna hears about some white men and
tries to find them in the company of her only friend,
the elephant Aysha. But far from being a tribe of
albino people, it is a group of Europeans who have
come to Africa to hunt elephants.

PRODUCER
Sergy Moreno
(White Leaf Producciones)
SCREENWRITER
Celia González Blanco
CATEGORY
Animation feature film. 80’
GENRE
Musical
Adventures
Drama
Comedy
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
CURRENT STATUS
Development and financing
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Family entertainment

Carlos F. de Vigo
Lorena Ares
FILMMAKERS

Sergy Moreno
WHITE LEAF PRODUCCIONES

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Carlos F. de Vigo
← Lorena Ares

Sergy Moreno →
Celia González Blázquez,
Carlos Zotes and Manuel Díaz
They have been working together since
2011 on projects such as the animated 3D
short film Morti, selected in Málaga, or
the 2D animated film Memorias de un
hombre en pijama (2018), Carlos’ debut film nominated to the Goya Awards,
Platinum Awards and winner of the Gaudí
Award. They currently lead the studio Dr.
Platypus & Ms. Wombat. Lorena directs
the 3D animated feature film Hanna y los
monstruos, and Carlos the R&D project
Emotional Films. Together, they direct the
2D animated short films Amanece la noche
más larga and Cafunè.

FILMMAKERS´ NOTES / With Muna we
aim to celebrate diversity and people who
suffer discrimination. We want to conve
the message that “appearances defeat”
with an emphasis on the in the power of
curiosity as the pathway to knowledge, and
knowledge as a solution for discrimination.
Muna will tell us what’s going on with her
albino skin and eyes, but above all, she
will tell us what happens to her heart when
people around her don’t understand her
differences. This will presented in a gentle
way, with comedy, musical and for the
whole family.

White Leaf Producciones released in 2021
the feature film Josefina in the section
New Directors of the San Sebastian International Film Festival. The film has the
support of TVE, Telemadrid, CMM, ICAA,
CAM and Madrid City Council. Their previous feature film No sé decir adiós won
an award at the Málaga Film Festival and
at the Goya, Feroz and Forqué awards.
Their short films have received more than
150 national and international awards with
titles such as Muero por volver or Australia.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / Muna talks about
a timeless problem, with a direct and
resounding message that transcends borders. Rejection of anything different is a
widespread feeling that, unfortunately, is
still latent today. Since we learned about
the project at Madrid Crealab, we have
persevered adding up support with the development aid of Generazinema 2021. This
film has a great international potential and
we are convinced that it will not leave anyone indifferent, providing entertainment to
the little ones and, above all, reaching out
to the hearts of the older ones.

CAST
Animation director: Lorena Ares.
Lighting and Composition Director: Marcos García
Cabeza.
Color Script: Mikel Díaz.
Storyboard and Animatic: Chechu Ramírez.
Soundtrack: Roque Baños.

MAIN OBJECTIVES
Our objectives focus on finding an international
coproducer as well as televisions or platforms
interested in purchasing the broadcasting rights.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
4.985.240,50 €

CONTACT

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
15,45 %

sergy@whiteleafproducciones.com
carlos@whiteleafproducciones.com
+34 691 537 149 +34 644 456 580

ANIMATION
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Don’t forget about me, some said.
Please remember me, others said. And
we listened to them.
In 1982 Spain, when our country was trying to understand how to shake off Franco’s regime, a teenage
girl is raped and becomes pregnant. Imprisoned
in a reformatory for pregnant women, she soon discovers that everyone wants to take away what she
still doesn’t have: her daughter.

FEATURE FILMS

BIRTH
FILMMAKER
Pau Teixidor
PRODUCER
Pedro Hernández Santos
(Aquí y Allí Films)
SCREENWRITERS
Pau Teixidor
Lorena Iglesias
CATEGORY
Feature film. 110’
GENRE
Drama
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid, Cataluña
CURRENT STATUS
In development
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Women (80%)
Men (20%)
Age: 35-65

Pau Teixidor
FILMMAKER

Pedro Hernández Santos
AQUÍ Y ALLÍ FILMS

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Pau Teixidor
Pedro Hernández Santos →
María Beltrán (development)

He graduated from the ESCAC in documentary, and is a screenwriter and film
director. He directed his first feature film
Purgatorio (Official Section at the Málaga
Film Festival and the Fantastic Fest Austin)
in 2014. He has directed two short fiction
films: Cunetas (2017), nominated for Best
Short Film at the Gaudí Awards and in the
Special Section for Short Films in Sitges;
and Leyenda (2011) present in Sitges and
Zinebi. Birth was selected in the 1st Edition
of Residences of the Spanish Film Academy. It is his first feature film as filmmaker
and scriptwriter.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / Birth does not
intend to explain how the crimes of stealing babies happened in Spain during the
1980’s. I want to give a voice to women who
suffered these crimes and were forever
forgotten. Women like Isabel, Loli, Ana, Begoña, Itziar, Carmen, Majo, Antonia, Mari
Cruz, Soledad or Consuelo. Women that
became mere statistics. During their interviews I noticed that all of them felt they’d
been forgotten. Birth tells Lucía’s story
through a physical and sensorial journey
in which we will become her eyes, hands
and voice.

Aquí y Allí Films, founded by Pedro
Hernández Santos in 2010, has produced
ten internationally acclaimed feature films:
Aquí y allá by Antonio Méndez Esparza
(Cannes Critics’ Week award) Magical Girl
by Carlos Vermut (Golden and Silver Concha at SSIFF and nominated for the Goya
Awards) or La vida y nada más by Antonio
Méndez Esparza (2018 John Cassavetes Award at the Film Independent Spirit
Awards). This year will see the premiere of
Mantícora, by Carlos Vermut and Contando ovejas, the debut feature film by José
Corral Llorente.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / Birth is a project
that caught our attention from day one:
an exciting and moving film, which combines genres in an organic way, narrated
from the girls’ point of view. The script is
impeccably crafted to tell us about one of
the great black loops of our recent history, but above all about the story of those
women who will never recover their freedom nor their children. We cannot make
justice, we are not the ones to do it either.
However, we can tell their stories.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
We would like to contact potential European coproducers to join the project as well as televisions
and platforms that want to know more about the
possibilities of this film in the industry.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
1.800.000 €

CONTACT
info@aquiyallifilms.com
+34 910 099 963

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
60 %

FEATURE FILMS
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Bananas: yellow on the outside and
white on the inside.
At the beginning of the school year, two 9-yearold Chinese girls meet at a school. Everyone takes
for granted that they will become friends, but they
have absolutely nothing in common. Lucía is a
second-generation immigrant. She feels completely Spanish and only thinks about being part of the
school life with the rest of her friends. The other girl
is Xiang. She is adopted and wherever she goes her
face shows that she is not her parents’ daughter.
This is the story of two Chinese girls in Madrid,
narrated in parallel as they cross paths, part ways
and end up being essential to each other.

FEATURE FILMS

CHINESE
FILMMAKER
Arantxa Echevarría
PRODUCER
Pilar Sánchez Díaz
(Lazona Producciones)
SCREENWRITER
Arantxa Echevarría
CATEGORY
Feature film. 100’
GENRE
Drama
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish and Chinese
LOCATIONS
Madrid
CURRENT STATUS
Financing
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Adults loving arthouse cinema

Arantxa Echevarría
FILMMAKER

Filmmaker, screenwriter and producer
both for film and television. In 2018 she
released her first feature film as filmmaker:
Carmen & Lola and became the first female
Spanish filmmaker to be selected in the
Cannes Directors’ Fortnight, in addition
to winning the Goya for best debut filmmaker. This year she will premiere her
second film La familia perfecta, a comedy
starring by Belén Rueda, with the participation of Antena 3 and the distribution by
Universal.

Pilar Sánchez Díaz
LAZONA PRODUCCIONES

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Arantxa Echevarría
Pilar Sánchez Díaz →

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / Chinese is a no
man’s land where the second generation
of chinese immigrants are stranded, where
the girls from a working class neighbourhood type messages at the speed of light
even though their parents barely speak
Spanish. That world where they are called
“bananas” (yellow on the outside, white
on the inside); where they have to fight
against the tradition of a country of origin
that they hardly know; and where they rejected in their country of birth because of
their slanted eyes. Children and teenagers
who swim between two worlds, often
unable to stand and swallowing water.

Lazona has produced 14 feature films and
more than 50 theatre plays, combining
blockbusters, critics hits and awards.
Their productions include No habrá paz
para los malvados (Enrique Urbizu);
Ocho apellidos vascos (Emilio Martinez
Lázaro), which together with its sequel
are the Spanish franchise with the highest
box-office collection in history. Plan de
fuga, by lñaki Dorronsoro, Toc, by Vicente
Villanueva, El autor, by Manuel Martín
Cuenca and Remember Me, by Martín Rosete. In 2021 they will premiere La familia
perfecta by Arantxa Echevarría.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / Arantxa Echevarría
is pure talent. Those who have worked with
her, know it. That’s what made us fall in love
since when she dreamed of making progress
in doing what she loved the most: telling
stories. With Chinese we intend to make an
emotional journey, similar to Carmen and
Lola, to get to know a culture that lives so
close to us but which is still unknown, even
though we see them on a daily basis, but
we don’t know what they think let alone
how they feel. Chinese aims to open up this
world to the audience. And all this from the
point of view of 2 girls, who are similar on
the outside, but so different on the inside.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
To promote the project and close financing.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
2.700.000 €

CONTACT
pilar@tvtec.es

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
60 %

FEATURE FILMS
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Three friends go rabbit hunting on a
summer’s day. The heat and conversations about the past end up pitting the
women against each other until madness breaks out.
Blanca, Rosa and Carmen are three middle-aged
friends who go rabbit hunting with Alicia, Rosa’s
young and taciturn niece, in a hunting ground owned
by Blanca, a property which was part of the burst of
the real estate bubble. Amidst laughter, they share
the tough moments they are going through in their
lives, their relationship with their children, separations, infidelities, problems with alcohol... The heat
and the conversations about past issues end up
confronting the women until madness is unleashed.

FEATURE FILMS

HUNTING DAY
FILMMAKER
Pedro Aguilera
PRODUCER
Jaime Gona
(Gonita Films)
SCREENWRITERS
Pedro Aguilera
Lola Mayo
CATEGORY
Feature film
GENRE
Drama
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid
CURRENT STATUS
In development
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Silver audience

Pedro Aguilera
FILMMAKER

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad

Jaime Gona
GONITA FILMS

← Pedro Aguilera
Lola Mayo (screenwriter) →
Jaime Gona →

He has directed three feature films. La
influencia premiered at Cannes’ Quinzaine des Réalisateurs and was present at
London BFI or Bafici. Naufragio was in the
Official Section of Seville Film Festival,
San Sebastian or Morelia. Demonios tus
ojos premiered in the Official Section of
Rotterdam Film Festival and in the Official
Zonazine Section in Málaga, also in Transylvania or the D’A. Pedro Aguilera is also a
teacher, he has taught at the TAI School as
well as the Rey Juan Carlos or the Carlos III
universities.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / With this project
I would like to show that his portrait of the
human soul is still long-lived, flexible and
can be extended to the present day. It is
about universal themes, regardless of the
genre and the time, and that, fifty years after its premiere, Saura’s The Hunt can still
portrait us as a society. I want to renew its
visual and dramatic codes and to extrapolate all their complexity to the current-day
Spain and in feminine. Hunting Day must
be a contemporary, fresh, attractive and
modern film.

Gonita has produced Los comensales,
which was premiered in the ZonaZine
section of the Málaga Film Festival 2016,
acclaimed with the Audience Award. In
2017 Gonita produced the third film by Víctor García León, Selfie, which premiered at
the Málaga Film Festival, where he won the
Critic Award and a special mention of the
jury. He has just released Los Europeos,
an adaptation of the homonymous novel
by Rafael Azcona starring Raúl Arévalo and
Juan Diego Botto and directed by Víctor
García León.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / No other Spanish
classic reflects who we are better than
Carlos Saura’s The Hunt. Both the author
and the film are a global reference, we
would like to revisit them with the ambition to participate in the main festivals
to raise the interest of both critics and
audiences alike.

CAST
Carmen Machi
Blanca Portillo
Rossy de Palma

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
To strengthen and promote the international financing and distribution opportunities. To search
financial coproducers globally.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
2.000.000 €

CONTACT
jaime@gonita.es
pedro.maldoror@gmail.com
lola_mayo@yahoo.es
+34 620 844 822

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
10 %

FEATURE FILMS
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Gabriel must survive on the streets
of Madrid, while trying to fulfil his
dream of swimming with an elephant
in the sea.
Gabriel starts a new life in Madrid with his mother,
fleeing the violence of his Medellín hometown.
In the capital he will learn to survive a new danger
that stalks him while he tries to fulfil his dream of
swimming with an elephant in the sea.

FEATURE FILMS

ELEPHANT
FILMMAKER
Pablo de la Chica
PRODUCERS
Fernando J. Monge (Huaorani
Films). Adriana Vera, David Torres
& Diego Corsini (Salon Indien
Films). Pedro Domingo & Celine
Fernandes (Nu Boyana FX)
SCREENWRITER
Pablo De la Chica
CATEGORY
Feature film. 100’
GENRE
Social drama
Magical realism
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid, Medellín
CURRENT STATUS
Development and financing
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Age: 18-66. Arthouse cinema

Pablo de la Chica
FILMMAKER

Trained in Acting and Directing in Madrid
and Toronto, he has worked internationally
in social projects in zones of war or violence. His work includes the documentary
The Other Kids, the short film Mama, distributed internationally by The New Yorker
and the series Dreams Without Borders for
Al Jazeera. He is currently developing his
opera prima Elephant (TFL Extended), the
animation feature film El viaje de Samia
(Spanish Academy Residency programme)
and the fiction series Lemoniz (Conecta
Ficción, Sitges Pitch Box and 6th Ventana
CineMad).

Fernando J. Monge
HUAORANI FILMS
Adriana Vera
SALON INDIEN FILMS

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
Fernando J. Monge →
Adriana Vera →

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / Elephant is based
on the story of Gabriel, a Colombian boy I
met 20 years ago in the Madrid neighbourhood of La Elipa. The history of is narrated
from Gabriel’s point of view, mixing the
magical universe of his dreams with the
harsh reality in the streets of Madrid. The
film is approached from a mix of quasi-documentary proximity and magic
realism, to tell a story where family and
dreams for the future show us the real face
of immigration and the forgotten childhood
in the poor neighbourhoods.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
Networking with producers, distributors and sales
agents. Searching alliances for distribution and
commercialization. Promote the project in the international markets.

Huaorani Films was created with the
intention of telling real stories to the audience, trusting in emerging talents. They
have produced Ferrotipos, One2One, El
método and the short documentary Colibrí.
Salon Indien Films aims to create
high-quality independent projects that
connect with a global audience. They have
done international coproductions such as
The Other Kids, Indestructible, El alma de
la Salsa, Manchester Jeeps On Dancing,
The Price of Progress or Del otro lado and
won the 2021 Goya Award for best animation short film with Blue & Malone.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
2.064.300 €
PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
20,01 %

PRODUCERS´ NOTES / The universality
of the underlying concept and the honesty
with which the story is told won our trust.
The film is based on a true story that Pablo
experienced in his youth, which has taken
shape over the years thanks to the research
and shooting of children at risk of extreme
poverty. It will be his first fiction feature film
but he will use his expertise in the documentary genre to convey his gaze and his
own talented personal style of telling intimate stories in complex social situations.

CONTACT
fernando@huaoranifilms.com
adriana@salonindienfilms.com
+34 671 981 565

FEATURE FILMS
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Two soul sisters lose each other,
unintentionally and unavoidably.
After a family meal, the youth go out to celebrate
the San Juan festivities, a wild night that ends in an
episode of abuse between cousins. He, 18, and she,
13. This event splits the family in two. Throughout the
summer, the unresolved conflicts of the past gradually outcrop, the reproaches that each of them had
been holding become their common language and
the struggle of both mothers to defend their respective children brings them face to face, putting their
subjectivities about the event on the table. In the
end, condemnation is irremediable.

FEATURE FILMS

SISTERS
FILMMAKER
Ione Hernández
PRODUCERS
Luis Collar (Nephilim prod.)
Pako Ruiz (Sonora Studios)
Úrsula Romero Gerberding (ISBC)
SCREENWRITER
Ione Hernández
CATEGORY
Feature film. 100’
GENRE
Drama
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid
CURRENT STATUS
In development
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Main: 35-65 years-old
Secondary: 18-34 years-old

Ione Hernández
FILMMAKER

Luis Collar
NEPHILIM PRODUCCIONES

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Ione Hernández
Luis Collar →

She has a degree in Journalism, studied
Communication in Bordeaux and has a
Master in Direction from California. She
returned to Spain and joined Alicia Produce, in charge of the 2nd Unit in La pelota
vasca. Her work includes the documentary
1 % Esquizofrenia, premiered at Sevilla
European Film Festival, and El palacio de
la luna, appointed as best short film by
Cahiers du Cinéma. She is the director of
the workshops for children at risk of exclusion in Latin America within the framework
of the SSIFF Film and Cooperation Programme.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / No one questions
that justice is necessary but what the film
explores is the impact of an episode of
abuse on the emotional and sentimental
life of the all the members of a family
and especially for the mothers whose realities collide. It is narrated in a contained
manner, in a idyllic setting with an atmosphere where misunderstandings prevail
and sweep away the Summer.

Nephilim producciones is a film, advertising and TV production company founded in
2002 by Luis Collar and Jorge Moreno. They
have produced 17 fiction feature films, 9
feature documentaries, 18 short films, 2 TV
shows and a lot of advertising. They are the
producers of WIP Latam and WIP Europa,
Film Festival sections of the San Sebastian Film Festival. They have won awards
at festivals such as San Sebastian, Berlin,
Platinum Awards, TIFF, Sundance and 6
nominations to the Goya Awards.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / Sisters takes a risk
with a taboo subject, which is approached
with great subtlety, avoiding morbid angles.
It is a powerful plot in which the characters
and the context are plausible and relatable, which will help the spectators connect
with the conflicts this story generates for
them. Another main strength is the film’s
cast. Both Emma Suárez and Elena Anaya,
who are very enthusiastic with the project,
are committed to play the leading roles.

CAST
Emma Suárez
Elena Anaya

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
Networking with potential international coproducers, TV channels, VoD, public and private investors,
advisors.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
2.421.266 €

CONTACT

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
27 %

info@nephilimproducciones.com
luiscollar@nephilimproducciones.com

FEATURE FILMS
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Maria, an inexperienced school psychologist, tries to decipher the terrible
drama that hides behind the apparent
happiness of Guille, a new 8-year-old
student.
Maria, an inexperienced school psychologist, senses that behind the apparent happiness of an 8-yearold boy who has just arrived at school, there is a
drama with terrible consequences. To find out, she
will have to decode Guille’s mind expressing through
his drawings and to overcome the aggressive resistance of Manuel, a rough and hard man who does
not accept the way her son is. Will María manage to
discover the truth and save Guille before everything
collapses?

FEATURE FILMS

A SON
FILMMAKER
Nacho La Casa
PRODUCER
Nacho La Casa
(Capitán Araña)
SCREENWRITERS
Juan R. Apolo
Nacho La Casa
CATEGORY
Feature film
GENRE
Drama
Thriller
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Seville
CURRENT STATUS
In development
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
All target audiences

20

Attendant to
Ventana CineMad

CAPITÁN ARAÑA

FEATURE FILMS

Nacho La Casa
FILMMAKER

← Nacho La Casa
Luis Lloret (producer)

Producer, filmmaker and screenwriter.
After more than 15 years creating and directing of fiction and entertainment works
for TV, he started his film career in 2016.
He has produced three films: Ozzy (which
he co-directed), El plan and Sevillanas de
Brooklyn (which he co-wrote). His feature
films have been selected in festivals of all
over the world, they have received awards
such as ASECAN, Gaudí or CEC and other
recognitions such as the 4 nominations
for the Goya Awards, 1 nomination in the
Platinum Awards or 2 nominations in the
Feroz Awards.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / A son tells the
the story of Guille, a boy who seems happy
for the outside world but in contrast to
some difficult family circumstances. We
have all been Guille, with greater or lesser
resemblance. This film tries to rescue that
memory, talking about the importance of
rediscovering that former period before our
personality is created when we transform
our experience through reality. We will
reconnect with the child we once were. In
today’s world, that child, just like Guille,
is increasingly endangered. And that is
precisely what A son is warning us about.

Capitán Araña was created in 1998
with the aim of producing innovative and
high-quality contents. Since then we have
developed a number of pieces for TV, both
fiction and entertainment, many of which
have been adapted internationally. Since
2016 we have produced three feature films:
Ozzy, El plan, Sevillanas de Brooklyn who
have received 4 nominations to the Goya
Awards. We are currently working on the
drama A son, the thriller Tú no eres yo and
three international coproductions of animated films.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / The novel A son
has been translated into more than 15
languages. This already gives us an idea
of the enormous international potential
of the project. The first major challenge
for us was to protect the essence of the
book when writing the adaptation, and we
believe we have successfully achieved it.
We have top Spanish talent such as Anna
Castillo and Raúl Arévalo. With all these
elements we are convinced that A son will
be attractive to many partners and that
Guille’s story will delight spectators on the
big screen.

CAST
Anna Castillo
Raúl Arévalo

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
We search partners for the proyect, mainly international and European coproducers, TV channels
and VoD.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
2.500.000 €

CONTACT
luis.lloret@capitanarana.com
+34 914 740 662

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
30 %
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It is the moment to come back to the
beginning.
Andrés (50) lives in a luxury car parked in a shopping center carpark. One night is forced to be under
lockdown at home, due to the effects of a strange
virus spreading rapidly. He does not know where to
go and decides to return to his hometown, where he
grew up and from where he escaped, turning back
all his bonds. There, he will re-encounter his older
brother, an old friend from his adolescence and a
former girlfriend from his youth, with whom he once
had a family project. But it has been 15 years that
no one knows about him and now he tries to come
to terms with all of them, hiding his motives and
shameful reality.

FEATURE FILMS

A MAN
ON A BRIDGE
FILMMAKER
David Martín de los Santos
PRODUCERS
Andrea Gautier, Juan Gautier
(Smiz&Pixel)
Rosa García Merino (Featurent)
SCREENWRITER
David Martín de los Santos
CATEGORY
Feature film
GENRE
Drama, comedy, social
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid
CURRENT STATUS
In development and financing
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Adults and youngsters searching
an experience beyond entertainment
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Juan Gautier
SMIZ&PIXEL

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← David Martín de los Santos
Juan Gautier →

FEATURE FILMS

David Martín
de los Santos
FILMMAKER

After reaping many awards with his four
short films and directing three documentaries, David writes and directs La vida era
eso, premiered at the Tokyo International
Film Festival and Seville European Film
Festival (ASECAN awards for best film
and Best Actress). The film has been well
received by critics and audiences at major
festivals: Washington DC, Malaga, D’A Barcelona, Transilvania (Award for Best Performance), Alexandria (Award for Best First
Film and Best actress), Seminci or London.
It will premiere on the 10th December.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / A man on a
bridge some sort of a chronicle of dehumanization. A story told from the intimacy
of someone in the midst of a spiritual
and economic crisis. It also explores the
effect of time erosion on people and on the
places from which they became detached
from the past, as well as the possibility to
start all over again. References: Broken
Flowers by Jim Jarmusch, The Employment of the time by Laurent Cantet and
After Hours by Martin Scorsese.

Smiz&Pixel. Founded in 2006, in addition
to advertising and contents, they have
produced 12 short films, 6 feature-length
documentaries and one fiction feature
film. Social and political filmmaking. With
presence in festivals such as Seminci,
Clermont Ferrand, Alcances, Documenta
Madrid, Tokyo International Film Festival,
TIFF Transilvania or Seville European Film
Festival. With the collaboration of televisions such as TVE, ETB, Canal Sur,
Movistar+, Telemadrid, TM2 Morocco or
SBS Australia. Their latest film, La vida era
eso will premiere on the 10th December.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / In this film the personal and the profound layers coexist with
the generalist fiction that draws from the
classics. With tragicomedy overtones, in
line with current market trends. This story
uses the declaration of State of Emergency
as the context for transiting from the local
to the universal perspectives. Thanks to
the impact of international cast, the ability
of the subject matter to transcend local
borders, and the confirmation of David as
filmmaker, this project, with a complex
production, combines all the ingredients to
become one of the hits of the year.

CAST
Antonio de la Torre
Ruth Díaz
Manolo Solo
Sergi López

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
Contact with coproducers, distributors, TV channels and digital platforms interested in knowing the
potential of the film.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
1.248.500 €

CONTACT
martinsantoscine@gmail.com
+34 626 689 308

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
20 %
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DOCUMENTARIES

CHARLIE CHAPLIN, A MAN OF THE WORLD 24
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A journey to Charlie Chaplin’s roots to
understand his gypsy origins, his music and his films through the eyes of his
family and a selection of great gypsy
artists.
Charlie Chaplin, a man of the world is a documentary
that portraits the gypsy roots of legendary musician
and filmmaker Charlie Chaplin. This film challenges
the official account of Charlie’s birth (animation),
foregrounds the gypsy elements of his work (clips
from his films), and talks to gypsy artists and Charlie’s children (interviews) to offer a new fresh and
unique perspective on his life and filmography and to
celebrate the vitality of the traveller culture.

dirigida por

Carmen
CHAPLIN

DOCUMENTARIES

CHARLIE CHAPLIN,
A MAN OF THE WORLD
FILMMAKER
Carmen Chaplin
PRODUCER
Nano Arrieta (Atlantika Films)
SCREENWRITERS
Isaki Lacuesta
Carmen Chaplin
Amaya Remirez
CATEGORY
Documentary film. 90’
GENRE
Creative documentary
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
English
LOCATIONS
Spain, England, France, Portugal,
The Netherlands.
CURRENT STATUS
In preproduction
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Men and women older than
20 years old
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Nano Arrieta
ATLANTIKA FILMS

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Carmen Chaplin
Nano Arrieta →

DOCUMENTARIES

Carmen Chaplin
FILMMAKER

Carmen is Charlie Chaplin’s granddaughter,
as well as director, screenwriter and actress. In 2016, she directed Tryst in Panama,
which starred Dolores Chaplin, Bambou
Gainsbourg and Stany Coppet and that
toured festivals such as the Chelsea Film
Festival in New York, Manchester International Film Festival and the Short on Tap in
London. She previously wrote and directed
The Innovators (2014) or the visual poem A
Time For Everything. As an actress, she has
worked in Europe and in the US with directors such as André Téchine, Wim Wenders,
Sydney Pollack o Phillippe Rousselot.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / My relationship
with the main character, my grandfather,
has profoundly influenced the writing of
the script. In my family we are artists from
different disciplines, which has taught me
to imprint a great creative freedom in my
work. The documentary will include 7
minutes of animation, which will recreate
Chaplin’s birth and childhood with unpublished archive footage and family videos.
It will also include cinema verité observational sequences of gypsy life and interviews. This combination will offer a new
and unique perspective to understand
Chaplin’s life and work.

Atlantika Films was stems from the association of producers Nano Arrieta and
Silvia Martínez Peñas, they joined their careers in a commitment to convey arthouse
cinema to the general public. Their extensive filmographies include Un instante en
la vida ajena, which received the Goya
Award for Best Documentary Film, from
Silvia’s side; and or the new film by Horacio Alcalá, Finlandia, with world premiere
at Mexico’s Guadalajara Film Festival in
October 2021.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / Unlike of other
films about Chaplin, this documentary has
an extremely high sentimental value as it is
directed by his granddaughter and supported by the entire Chaplin family. In addition,
it is an unprecedented cultural proposal
that focuses on the gypsy culture, the vindication of such a universal character as
Charlie Chaplin and the possibility to revisit
his work, which is ageing very well, from a
fresh and unprecedented perspective.

CAST
Michael Chaplin, Geraldine Chaplin, Charlie Chaplin. Johnny Depp, Fernando Trueba, Alba Flores,
Emir Kusturica, Tony Gatlif, Lita Cabellut.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
We are looking for sales on digital platforms or
televisions globally as well as third-party licenses
to complete the funding gap.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
1.200.000 €

CONTACT
nanoarrieta@atlantikafilms.com
+34 652 563 945

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
70 %
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Emilia defends her right to be a member
of the Royal Academy of the Spanish
Language against those who objected
to admit her because she was a woman.
This is the excuse to review her life.
Mrs Emilia Pardo Bazán is at the RAE to give a
speech that she never actually wanted to give, in
front of the academics who did not let her in: Why
can’t I be a member of the Real Academia de la Lengua Española? Based on the monologue that since
2017 has been successfully performed at the Teatro
del Barrio, combining fiction, interviews, archive
footage and locations that remind us of her life in A
Coruña, Madrid and Paris, we will embark upon a
non-chronological journey in the life of Mrs. Emilia,
famous writer, and above all, a woman who fought
for the rights she believed in.

DOCUMENTARIES

EMILIA
FILMMAKER
Miguel Ángel Calvo Buttini
PRODUCER
M. Á. Calvo Buttini (Salto de Eje
Producciones Cinematográficas)
SCREENWRITERS
Noelia Adánez, Anna R. Costa and
M. Á. Calvo Buttini
CATEGORY
Documentary film
GENRE
Documentary combined with
fiction
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid, Galicia and Paris
CURRENT STATUS
Gap financing. Shooting
in March 2022
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Women and men
40-75 years-old
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Attendant to
Ventana CineMad
← M. Á. Calvo Buttini

SALTO DE EJE
PRODUCCIONES
CINEMATOGRÁFICAS

DOCUMENTARIES

Miguel Ángel
Calvo Buttini
FILMMAKER

He has shot 4 feature films: El siglo de
Galdós, Donde el bosque se espesa, Mami
Blue, El lunar (2 rivales casi iguales); 4
short films: Una humilde propuesta (2018),
Teresa y Luisa Esmeralda (2003), Derecho
de admisión (2001), La mudanza (2000);
2 theatre plays: Una pareja cualquiera
(2014-2016) and La bañera (2021). In addition to advertising work. Most of his work
is produced by Salto de Eje PC where he is
Executive Producer.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / The documentary
genre allows you to be freer in creation.
We will film Emilia’s monologue on a set
with a double screen and a clear cinematographic style. We will play with the
huge number of letters written by Emilia,
period and current locations, archive material as well as entertaining interviews
about her multifaceted life. We will mix a
wonderful cocktail, with references such
as Nostalgia de luz by Patricio Guzmán,
The fog of war by Errol Morris and with the
documentary film El siglo de Galdós of
which I am director and producer.

The career of Salto de Eje PC and Miguel
Ángel Calvo Buttini go hand in hand. 6
feature films (4 directed by Miguel Ángel), 7 short films (4 directed by M.A.), 2
theatre plays (1 directed by M.A.), advertising, audiovisuals, and various projects
in development (Emilia, Radicales, Pariah,
Abrakadabra, Estatuas) make up the
experience of a producer with a marked international vocation, present in the major
international festivals, which was founded
in 2000 to produce their first short film,
La mudanza: that was 21 years ago and
counting!

PRODUCER´S NOTES / With the previous
experience of El siglo de Galdós, our core
team as well as the confirmation of the support of Madrid City Council, we will go for
an even more cinematographic Emilia. On
the centenary of the death of the novelist,
essayist, short-story writer, journalist,
literary critic and women’s human rights advocate, we will be filming the successful homonymous monologue and we will play with
locations, archive footage and interviews. El
siglo de Galdós was a success, Emilia won’t
be less, honouring the passionate friendship that brought them together.

CAST
Pilar Gómez (Emilia Pardo Bazán)

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
Private investors, sales to platforms and televisions, international sales agent.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
125.020 €

CONTACT
saltodeejepc@gmail.com
+34 619 578 408

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
60 %
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DOCUMENTARIES

JESUITS:
HISTORY OF A MASSACRE
A “Cold Case” that reads like something out of a Le Carré novel.

PRODUCER
Rosaura Romero
(93 Metros)

Jesuits: history of a massacre analyses and re-enacts the dark political context that led to a group of
elite soldiers ending the lives of five Spanish and one
Salvadoran priests. A crime ordered from the highest
military echelons, which was organized to frame the
guerrillas and was covered up for years. A crime sentenced three decades later at the Spanish National
Court in Madrid, setting an international milestone in
the justice for the cases of human rights and crimes
against humanity.

CATEGORY
Documentary TV series
4 episodes
GENRE
Historical
Geopolitical thriller
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
España, U.S.A., El Salvador
CURRENT STATUS
Financing
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Age: 25-55

Rosaura Romero y
Marias Recarte
93 METROS

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
Rosaura Romero →
Marias Recarte →

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
Contact with digital platforms and televisions.

93 Metros is a production company specialized in large documentary formats,
based in Spain and with great experience
in the international market.

PRODUCERS´ NOTES / Jesuits: history
of a massacre is a story with many twists
and turns that will allow us to catch the
viewer’s attention from beginning to end.
This historical documentary series has all
the elements of a thriller: war, guerrillas,
the CIA, the FBI and the Vatican. Four
episodes that will combine archive footage,
interviews and recreations. With a combination of a 100% documentary approach
plus the use of fiction narrative styles.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
1.150.000 €

CONTACT
rose@93metros.com
+34 655 930 119

DOCUMENTARIES
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The story of the overcoming of a group
of young Argentinians who emigrated
to Madrid and became the pioneers of
Spanish rock & roll, creating a band that
was a milestone in the history of Spain.
Ariel Rot and Alejo Stivel are two young composers
who flee political repression in Argentina, landing in
Spain in the midst of transition. They arrive in Madrid and create the band Tequila, one of the forerunners of the “movida madrileña” and a symbol of
freedom for the youth, in a society which was going
through a cultural revolution. Their decline was as
rapid as their rise, as they were victims of excesses
and excessive media exposure at a young age. On
the occasion of their last concert they recall their
history through talks with the people who marked
their lives.

DOCUMENTARIES

THE STORY
OF TEQUILA
FILMMAKER
Álvaro Longoria
PRODUCER
Álvaro Longoria and Anna Saura
(Morena Films)
SCREENWRITER
Juan Puchades
CATEGORY
Documentary film. 90’
GENRE
Musical documentary
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid (Sala El Sol, Wizink
Center, streets in Madrid)
CURRENT STATUS
In preproduction
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Age: from 15-20 (Tequila fans and
other famous musicians fans) to 60
(“la movida madrileña” generation)
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Álvaro Longoria
FILMMAKER

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad

Álvaro Longoria, one of the founders of
Morena Films, is a renowned producer and
film director. Graduated cum laude in Business Administration from Boston University, he also has a Master’s Degree from the
Stern School of Business in New York University. He is a member of the Hollywood
Academy. As director, he has directed
the documentaries: Santuario (2019), Dos
Cataluñas (2018), Ni distintos ni diferentes,
Campeones (2018), The Propaganda Game
(2015); Hijos de las nubes (2013), winner of
the Goya for Best Documentary Film.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / I am fascinated
by the story of Tequila because it combines a magic moment in the history of
Spain with an iconic band that accompanies and illustrates those first years of freedom. I’m also fascinated by the effect of
fame on a group Of young people who were
just not ready for it. Tequila represents for
many Spaniards their youth, their evolution
and their leap to freedom. Spectators will
be able to relate and see themselves in the
protagonists. Additionally, the personal
story of the protagonists descent to hell
has a powerful cinematic potential.

Founded in 1999, with the aim of producing innovative, high-quality content,
and with a clear international vocation,
Morena Films has produced more than
80 works including fiction feature films,
documentaries, animation and TV series,
working with directors such as Asghar
Farhadi, Oliver Stone, Iciar Bollain, Steven
Soderbergh, Carlos Saura, Javier Fesser,
Pablo Trapero or Benito Zambrano, and
with internationally recognized actors
such as Javier Bardem, Penélope Cruz,
Gael García Bernal, Ricardo Darín, Alicia
Vikander or Benicio del Toro.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / This documentary
tells the great story of a group of young
people who, although they reflect the
changes Spain experienced during the
transition, could also be a reflection of the
experiences of any young person in the
crazy transition to maturity. It is a story
with lights and shadows but above all it is
a story of self-improvement, creation, freedom of expression and change. The music
that we all know together with a powerful
visual proposal result in a different,
ground-breaking and innovative documentary, just like Tequila.

CAST
Ariel Rot
Alejo Stivel

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
We are looking for the best national and international alliances and to promote the documentary in
the industry.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
250.000 €

CONTACT
asaura@morenafilms.com
+34 659 011 503

← Álvaro Longoria
Anna Saura →

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
60 %

DOCUMENTARIES

Anna Saura
MORENA FILMS
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Always loyal to art, even though art
never returned the favour.
Three new directors take the bold decision to make
a film narrating how sex work and art have been
closely linked throughout history. The Revolution of
the Muses puts us up in front of the mirror, in front of
our culture, our museums and galleries, but also in
front of the most secret and unspeakable corners of
our erotic imagination.

DOCUMENTARIES

THE REVOLUTION
OF THE MUSES
FILMMAKERS
María Lorente
Yaiza de Lamo
Juno Álvarez
PRODUCER
Carlo D’Ursi
(Potenza Producciones)
SCREENWRITER
María Lorente
CATEGORY
Documentary film. 80’
GENRE
Satirical comedy
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Barcelona, Madrid
CURRENT STATUS
Advanced development stage
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Queer cinema lovers, historians,
students, bohemians, feminist of
all ages

María Lorente
Yaiza de Lamo
Juno Álvarez
FILMMAKERS
Maria, Yaiza and Juno studied together at
the UAB. Their final project was the short
film DIYSEX, an ambitious audiovisual
experience that was selected at festivals
such as: Karlovy Vary, Gijón, Málaga, Mecal Pro Barcelona or Monterrey. During the
filming, the three of them were co-directors
and Maria was also in charge of the script,
Yaiza did the animation and photography,
and Juno did the editing and sound. Their
excellent understanding has led them to
continue facing the challenge of more projects following the same methodology.

Carlo D’Ursi
POTENZA PRODUCCIONES

Attendant to
Ventana CineMad
Carlo D’Ursi →

FILMMAKERS´ NOTES / Sexuality and art
are closely linked, you only have to look at
figures like Venus or Minerva and a myriad
of virtuous nudes. But there is little account
of this relationship, although it is present
in all those places that make our country
what we know as ours, wherever there is art
and the artist, there is a national symbol.
However, about the muses, the ones that
we all consume in one way or another, there
is usually no mention. The Revolution of the
Muses is a need to find a place in the world,
to be named and to be respected.

Potenza Producciones is a production
company with 20 qualified titles that have
participated at festivals such as Cannes
and Venice, Malaga, Seville and Valladolid,
with films as Jefe, a Netflix Original nominee to the Goya Awards for best adapted
screenplay; La memoria del agua, S.O.
Venice Film Festival, or Diamantes negros,
Audience Award at Malaga. In 2021 we
have won the Forqué award for the short
film Yalla and our latest feature film Matar
a Pinochet was the opening film of the official section of the Huelva Film Festival, has
been nominated for the Platinum Awards.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / The Revolution
of the Muses is a project that tackles an
innovative theme, with an interesting mix
of audiovisual tools and a clear ability
to reach the festival audience in the first
place, but also with an agile and modern
narrative that will attract younger audiences and trigger their interest in the plastic arts, history and feminism.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
To present the proyect to potential new partners
as international sales agents, televisions and/or
digital platforms.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
288.305 €

CONTACT
info@potenzaproducciones.com
+34 911 280 006

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
81,81 %

DOCUMENTARIES
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DOCUMENTARIES

THE THREE LIFES
OF CARLOS SLEPOY
A story of justice that deserves to be told.

FILMMAKER
Cristina Andreu

Carlos Slepoy lived three lives that deserve to be
told. Firstly, as a young Argentine activist, a champion for civil rights in his country who was kidnapped
and tortured during the Videla dictatorship. Then in
1977 he was deported to Spain, where he began his
second phase as a refugee, trying to rebuild his career as a labour lawyer. His new life was derailed by
a dramatic encounter in Madrid in 1982, which left
him in a wheelchair. This setback will not prevent
him from devoting himself body and soul to the defence of human rights and Universal Justice. Carlos
will devote his last and brilliant phase of his life to
this struggle.

PRODUCERS
Mariano Baratech and Cristina
Escobar (El Gatoverde
Producciones)
SCREENWRITER
Cristina Andreu
CATEGORY
Documentary film. 90’
GENRE
Biography
Archives documentary
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid, Zaragoza, Buenos Aires
CURRENT STATUS
In development
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
People interested in universal
justice, human rights, history
and politics

Cristina Andreu
FILMMAKER

Director, screenwriter and president of
CIMA. She directed Delirios de amor and
Brumal, with the which was nominated for
a Goya Award. She worked for 15 years in
the Prisa Group, as a director of different
formats. She was Head of Communications at Médecins du Monde. She directed
documentaries in conflict areas: refugee
camps in Rwanda, Bosnia and Chiapas.
Lecturer of documentary at the University
of Costa Rica and in training projects in
AECID. She directed the short film Bernarda Alba en Palestina awarded in a wide
range of countries.

Cristina Escobar
EL GATOVERDE PRODUCCIONES

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Cristina Andreu
Cristina Escobar →

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / This documentary
talks about Universal Justice. Carlos Slepoy, whom I started interviewing as a
reference of a fighter, he died after my
interview and then I thought that there was
no point in going on, but I realized that his
struggle was still alive. He fought to ensure
that the crimes of the Argentinian and Chilean dictatorships would be judged in Spain
and he succeeded. At the end of his life, in
spite of his delicate health, as a result of a
gunshot wound caused by a drunken cop,
he fought to take the the crimes of Franco’s
regime to the Argentine court. A round trip.

The projects by El Gatoverde Producciones include the feature film Julie by
Alba González de Molina, premiered on
2016 and awarded at the Malaga Film Festival. In 2019 we co-produced with Abano
Producciones the animated short film
Homomaquia by David Fidalgo, who received the Audience Award at the Malaga
Festival and was nominated for the Goya
Awards. At the end of 2021 we will release
Valentina by Chelo Loureiro. In 2022 we will
also premiere Empieza el baile by Marina
Seresesky and El sueño de la sultana, all
of them in international coproduction.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / Carlos Slepoy’s
magnetism and Cristina Andreu’s energy convinced us that this story had to be
told. Carlos Slepoy represents a generation who embraced universal values, and
who dedicated and still dedicates a good
part of his energy to advocacy work. His
life condenses key episodes in recent
history. He also acts as a bridge to understand the fabric of international human
rights law and the ins and outs of its
application in specific cases.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
We are looking for international coproduction partners to carry out the project, and to give visibility
to the figure of Carlos Slepoy and his fight for human rights.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
470.760 €

CONTACT
cristina.escobar@
elgatoverdeproducciones.com
+34 626 486 406

DOCUMENTARIES
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The incredible story of “the Somali
Forrest Gump” and the relationship between him and the Spanish filmmaker
who followed him around the world for
10 years.
Since Ali fled the war in Somalia at the age of 14,
filmmaker Paula Palacios has been following him
to every corner of the world he has ended up in.
When the two meet in a Ukrainian prison, Ali’s life
is turned upside down, but so is the filmmaker’s.
My Brother Ali is the incredible story of this 10-year
relationship between two persons from different
cultures who shared mutual interests and decided
to help each other. The differences between the two
will appear over time, when love will not allow them
to part ways.

DOCUMENTARIES

MY BROTHER ALI
FILMMAKER
Paula Palacios
PRODUCER
Paula Palacios
(Morada Films)
SCREENWRITER
Paula Palacios
CATEGORY
Documentary film
GENRE
Thriller
Comedy
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
English, Russian, Spanish
LOCATIONS
Ukraine, U.S.A., Qatar, Kenya
CURRENT STATUS
In shooting
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
All audiences
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She has been working as a documentary
filmmaker for 15 years from her production
companies in Madrid and Paris. Her work
has been awarded in a number of festivals. Her main area of interest is related to
women and migration. Paula has produced
and directed more than 25 documentaries for networks such as Al Jazeera,
ARTE France, France 3. Her first feature
film, Drowning Letters had a successful
premiere in theatres after winning the Audience Award at the Malaga Film Festival.
She was also nominated for to the 2021
Goya Awards, the Platinum Awards and
the Forqué.

Attendant to
Ventana CineMad
← Paula Palacios

MORADA
FILMS

DOCUMENTARIES

Paula Palacios
FILMMAKER

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / Ali calls me sister
and that’s what I consider him. He was the
object of my film and I was his passport.
We forged a relationship of over 10 years
in which we have both learned to see the
world through the perspective of the other.
When I first met Ali, I saw for the first time
a survivor’s glance and today we are still
trying to decipher why we keep looking for
each other halfway around the world. His
personal and special vision of geopolitics,
which fascinated me from the moment I
met him, will be the driving force to move
from our story to the story of all of us.

Morada Films is an independent production company specialized in documentaries. Since 2006 they have produced and
co-produced series and documentaries
with countries such as France, Belgium,
Italy and Qatar. They are often present in
the international documentary markets.
The interest of Morada Films is focused
on impactful social documentaries. Their
films have always travelled to international festivals where they have often received awards. Drowning Letters (2020),
their latest feature film, has received great
recognition.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / We decided to do
My brother Ali, for the amazing access to a
universal story. The commitment and the
maturity of the project round off a powerful
concept in a film that talks about one of
the biggest challenges of our time, migration, from the angle of humour, which will
attract the interest of all types of audiences. After our experience with Drowning
Letters, we structured the project as an international coproduction with France. The
strength of the production is also backed
up by the support of Al Jazeera and the
pre-sales to Radio-Canada.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
To add new partners in the form of pre-sales.
To sell to a national television. International
distribution

PRODUCTION BUDGET
394.000 €

CONTACT
paula@moradafilms.com

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
87 %
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The disappearance of a Spanish student threatens to unleash a political
crisis. Havana has changed. Former
commissioner Mario Conde, however, is
still the same.
March 2016. Cuba prepares to receive Barack Obama. Mario Conde, a decadent former local police
officer and Massiel Barquet, Head of Security at the
Spanish Embassy, have no choice but to team up to
find a missing Spanish student, to avoid being part
of an international political hurricane.

TV SERIES

AY’LOVIU
HABANA
FILMMAKER
Félix Viscarret
PRODUCER
Mariela Besuievsky
(Tornasol Media)
SCREENWRITER
Pavel Giroud
(Based on the original story
by Leonardo Padura and Lucía
López Coll)
CATEGORY
TV series. 6 x 50’
GENRE
Thriller. Caribbean noir
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Havana, Madrid
CURRENT STATUS
Advanced development stage
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Age: 22-65. Thrillers and detective
TV series/film lovers
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Félix Viscarret
FILMMAKER

Mariela Besuievsky
TORNASOL MEDIA

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
Mariela Besuievsky →

TV SERIES

Pavel Giroud (screenwriter)
Ana Inés Bistiancic (development)

With his first work, Bajo las estrellas, he
won two Goya Awards. In 2015 he directed
Vientos de Cuaresma, an adaptation of the
novel by Leonardo Padura, and the series
Cuatro estaciones en La Habana (Netflix),
winner of the Platinum Award for Best
Iberoamerican Series 2017. In 2018 his feature film Saura(s) is nominated in the Goya
Awards for Best Documentary, and in 2019
he directed the first half of the TV series
Patria, winner of the Platinum for Best
Series 2021. This year he directs No mires a
los ojos, based on the Juan José Millás’
novel Desde la sombra, to be released
in 2022.

FILMMAKER´S NOTES / Leonardo Padura’s work presents an irresistible universe:
crime stories in the midst of the decadent
and sensual beauty of Havana. Crimes
investigated by a world-weary detective.
Unleashing passions in the middle of a
hot and humid climate. As director of
Cuatro estaciones en La Habana, I coined
the term “Havana noir” or “Caribbean
noir”: a police thriller in the particular
visual and human idiosyncrasy of the Cuban capital. I still think there is nowhere
more exciting or a more intriguing premise,
than Havana.

Founded in 1987 by Gerardo Herrero and
Javier López Blanco. In 1999 Mariela
Besuievsky joined the team. Their long
journey leave us with more than 150 films
that have been awarded on numerous
occasions. Highlights include El secreto de
sus ojos, El reino, Balada triste de trompeta, El viento que agita la cebada, La noche
de 12 años, El hombre que mató a Don
Quijote, Cuatro estaciones en La Habana,
among others.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / After Cuatro estaciones en La Habana and thanks to the
success of the international sales, praise
from the critics and the Platinum Award, we
decided to continue working with Leonardo
Padura and Lucía López Coll on an original idea. With Pavel Giroud as scriptwriter, Félix Viscarret as director and Cuban
coproducer Lia Rodriguez, the project is
at an advanced stage of development. It is
supported by Ibermedia and was selected
in Série Series-Spotlight on Trailers. An
original project with indisputable international potential.

CAST
Jorge Perugorría (Mario Conde)

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
Our objective is to find international and Latin
American coproducers and opportunities for presales with TV channels to complete the finance gap.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
4.200.000 €

CONTACT

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
30 %

mariela@tornasolmedia.com
ana@tornasolmedia.com
+34 911 023 024
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TV SERIES

LA RESIDENCIA
The world remembers them as great
geniuses... but, in 1922, they were just
three boys looking for their own path.
In 1922 Madrid, three young men strike up a friendship that would end up changing the world. But La
Residencia is not the story of the renowned Lorca,
Dalí and Buñuel. It is the story of FEDERICO, SALVADOR and LUIS: three young men who, oblivious of
what the future held for them, faced the difficulties
and uncertainties of adulthood. Thus, through La
Residencia we will explore the friendship, intimacy
and genius of these unique kids in the 1920’s Madrid. A historical landmark of which in 2022 we will
celebrate its centenary.

PRODUCER
Laura Oliva Lerín
(Fede Entertainment España)
SCREENWRITER
Santi San Martín Beguiristáin
CATEGORY
TV series. 8 x 50’
GENRE
Historical drama
ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
Spanish
LOCATIONS
Madrid
CURRENT STATUS
In development.
MAIN TARGET AUDIENCE
Age: 20-40
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Santiago has worked as a scriptwriter in
projects such as the successful series Vis a
Vis, in various entertainment formats, or
in advertising campaigns. He is currently creative at Federation Spain, where he
works on the development and writing of
internal projects, including La Residencia.

Laura Oliva Lerín
FEDERATION SPAIN

Attendants to
Ventana CineMad
← Santiago San Martín
Laura Oliva →

TV SERIES

Santiago San Martín
Beguiristáin
SCREENWRITER

SCREENWRITER´S NOTES / I remember
when I read about it. Were Lorca, Dalí and
Buñuel friends during their youth? That
cosmic coincidence would become an obsession for me. I wondered what it would be
like to be friends with these three very special boys. With La Residencia I have tried to
answer that question. The tone is similar to
The Dead Poets’s Society, reflecting the refreshing and naïve vitality of the first youth.
The narrative structure is similar to The
Crown, in which each episode is based on a
historical anecdote as an excuse to explore
the drama in the characters.

Federation Spain was created in 2020
as part of Federation Entertainment, an
international production and distribution
company with offices in Paris, London, Berlin, Rome, and Los Angeles. Their portfolio
includes the acclaimed espionage thriller
The Bureau, the financial thriller Bad Banks
(2019 Emmy Award nominee), Undercover
(CanneSeries 2018), The Twelve (awarded
in CanneSeries 2019) or Mytho (winner of
two awards at Series Mania 2019). Federation Spain will soon release worldwide on
Netflix Las niñas de cristal.

PRODUCER´S NOTES / 2022 is the centenary of a unique event: the meeting and
friendship of three geniuses of our culture,
perhaps the most iconic and internationally reputed Spanish artists. In 1922, LORCA,
DALÍ and BUÑUEL engaged in an exciting
friendship in delicious 1920’s Madrid. This
is one of those occasions that shouldn’t
be overlooked. And that is precisely the
vocation of La Residencia: to pay tribute to
three of our greatest artists. An episode of
our history that few Spaniards know about
and perhaps, with La Residencia, they
might discover it.

GOALS IN VENTANA CINEMAD
Our goal is to find the travel companions to develop
a project of significant cultural and artistic value:
coproducers, regional TV channels, platforms.

PRODUCTION BUDGET
7.433.581 €

CONTACT
marta.garcia@fedent.com
+34 609 433 610

PERCENTAGE OF FINANCING IN PLACE
375.000 €

VIOLETA
BAVA

In 2017 she created WALDEN, a space for documentary
creation and reflection (www.e-walden.org). She has
produced films such as Entre el dictador y yo (collective,
2005), La terra habitada (A. Sanmartí. Visions du Réel,
2009), Cuchillo de palo (R. Costa. Berlinale, 2010), Last
chapter. Goodbye Nicaragua (P. Torbiorson. IDFA, 2011),
Salóme (Y. Roca. Nordisk Panorama, 2014), Oleg y las
raras artes (A. Duque. Rotterdam, 2015) and Amanecer
(C. Torres. FICCI, 2018). Since 2000 she has been teaching workshops and seminars internationally. She is a
tutor at Eurodoc and Torino Film Lab, project consultant
at Open Doors (Locarno FF). Since 2011 she has been a
member of the World Cinema Fund (Berlinale) and she
leads the DocMontevideo writing and pitching workshop
since 2009. She coordinated the Master in Creative
Documentary (UPF, 2000-2016). She directed the laboratories “The filmed portrait” and “Docs in Progress”
(Playdoc, 2009-2013); “Landscape and Memory” (Arica
Lab, 2019) or “From the River” (Walden, 2019).

Lecturer and Professor at the Centro de Investigación
Cinematográfica (Buenos Aires) for more than 10
years. Since 2012 she has been a consultant for the
Venice International Film Festival and its project market. She is also currently co-director of the Industry
sector at Visions du Réel (Nyon International Film
Festival), director of studies for the FeatureLab programme at TorinoFilmLab, curator at the New Zealand
International Film Festival, consultant for the New York
Film Festival and programmer for IFFA Macao. She is a
founding partner of Ruda Cine and has produced films
by Milagros Mumenthaler, Martín Rejtman, Dominga
Sotomayor and Eduardo Williams, among others.

TANIA
PINTO

Tania started in the business in 1997 working for prestigious companies such as Pathé International, Hanway Films and Lola Films as Director of Sales and Acquisitions. Then she fell deeply in love with the world
of animated children films and tv series while working
for Dygra Films in 2005 as Managing Director and Executive Producer. She has since then acquired several
credits as Executive Producer. Until recently, she was
the Sales Associate at Sola Media, well known for its
expertise in the international family entertainment
business. At present she runs Pink Parrot Media with
her partner, an international sales company that specializes in animation and live-action family entertainment, since they launched it at the Berlinale in 2018.
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